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Abstract We discuss quantum mechanical detection models in the weak limit in the context of conservation
laws of physical quantities. In particular, we analyze what kind of system–detector interaction can preserve
the global conservation or the related symmetry, and how the final measurement on the detector affects
the measured observable of the systems and its presumed conservation. It turns out that the order of non-
commuting measurements results in observable differences on the level of third-order correlations functions.

1 Introduction

Conservation laws are important in both classical and
quantum mechanics. The classical Noether theorem
[1] links the conservation of certain quantities to the
invariance of the dynamics of a system under spe-
cific transformations. The most prominent examples are
energy conservation as a consequence of time transla-
tional invariance, conservation of momentum due to
spatial translational invariance and rotational invari-
ance implying conservation of angular momentum. In
the quantum context, gauge invariance implies charge
conservation and many more conservation laws are
known in high-energy physics. In quantum mechanics,
the observables are conserved when they commute with
the Hamiltonian. Special conserved quantities called
superconserved, like total charge, commute also with all
observables. Hence, classical mechanics makes no differ-
ence between the conserved and superconserved case.

Conservation principles are subject to experimental
verification. Neither a nonideal classical nor any quan-
tum measurement reflects the conservation exactly.
Even the smallest interaction between the system and
a measuring device (detector) may cause a transfer
of the conserved quantity. Coherent superposition of
states with different values of a conserved quantity (e.g.
energy) are allowed but not in the case of a supercon-
served quantity (e.g. charge), when only an incoherent
mixture is allowed. Modeling of the measurement of
quantities incompatible with conserved ones has been
studied long ago by Wigner et al. [2–4], later discussed
in the context of consistent histories [5], modular val-
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ues [6] and quantum clocks [7]. The quantum control
of conserved quantities has become of interest recently,
both experimentally and theoretically [8–10].

Objective reality means the existence of definite val-
ues of physical quantities even if they are not mea-
sured [11]. The closest approximation to not measuring
at all is a weak measurement probing physical values
objectively. Such a measurement is represented by weak
system–detector coupling, which adds a large noise to
the outcome. The noise is unavoidable if the measure-
ment is so weak that it does not disturb the measured
system but can be clearly identified and removed by a
deconvolution or subtracted from correlations to get the
underlying quantum statistics. This subtraction would
occur also in classical noisy measurements and cannot
alone dismiss the objective reality reconstructed from
such measurements. However, the objectivity based on
weak measurements can lead to unexpected results such
as weak values [12] or the violation of the Leggett–Garg
inequality [11,13,14]. Hence, weak quantum measure-
ments are the closest counterpart of classical measure-
ments so they should define objective reality and allow
the verification of conservation principles.

In this paper, we define superconservation in terms
of the restricted set of measurable observables that
commute with a particular observable and will con-
struct general measurements compatible with supercon-
servation. Such measurements can change the supercon-
served quantity, e.g. the charge, but only in an incoher-
ent way. However, a similar construction is in general
not possible for conserved but not superconserved quan-
tities such as energy, momentum, and angular momen-
tum, whose conservation is apparently violated in weak
measurements even if an appropriate symmetry results
in a classical conservation law. The violation of con-
servation appears in third-order time correlations as
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Fig. 1 a Three weak measurements. The detectors are ini-
tially independent and couple instantly to the system at
t1 (or t′

1), t2 and t3. The conserved quantity is measured
(empty circles) either at time t1 < t2 or t′

1 > t2. The
outcomes 1 and 1′ inferred from the three-point correlator

might differ, even for a conserved quantity in the quantum
case. b Failure of conservation in the weak measurement.
The transfer Δq of the conserved quantity q between the
system and detector does not scale with the coupling g

we illustrate in simple model systems (Fig. 1). We
also show a detection model with a conserved total
Hamiltonian of system and detector, while the mea-
sured energy conservation is still violated due to the
use of an autonomous quantum clock.

2 Conservation and superconservation

The Hermitian quantity Q̂, defined within the system
is conserved when [Ĥ, Q̂] = 0 for the system’s Hamilto-
nian Ĥ. The Q̂ can be superconserved if there exists a
set A of allowed Hermitian observables such [Â, Q̂] = 0
for every Â ∈ A. However, for instance, for a component
of angular momentum we would have to exclude posi-
tion and momentum or even the other components of
angular momentum. Instead, we will distinguish quanti-
ties that are conserved but not superconserved by allow-
ing measurement of observables not commuting with
them. A typical example of a superconserved quantity
is the total electric charge, where the set of observ-
ables is restricted to those that do not change the
charge. This is also known as superselection rule [15].
Let us assume the decomposition of a superconserved
quantity Q̂ =

∑
q qP̂q where P̂q are (mutually com-

muting) projections onto the eigenspace of the value q

(i.e. Q̂|ψq〉 = q|ψq〉). The superselection postulate says
that the state of the system ρ̂ is always an incoher-
ent mixture

∑
q P̂qρ̂P̂q, if Q̂ is superconserved. Then

the projective measurement of Â ∈ A will not alter
the q-eigenspace as there exists a decomposition Â =∑

q,a aP̂qa with P̂qa being the projection onto the joint
eigenspace of Q̂ and Â with respective eigenvalues q and
a. If the initial state is already a q-eigenstate then it
will remain such an eigenstate after the projection. For
arbitrary measurements, positive operator-valued mea-
sures (POVM), represented by Kraus operators K̂c (the
index c can represent an eigenvalue of Â, Q̂ or both but
in general it can be arbitrary) such that

∑
c K̂†

c K̂c = 1̂,
the state ρ̂ will collapse to ρ̂c = K̂cρ̂K̂†

c , normalized

by the probability Trρ̂c. In principle K̂c can act within
q-eigenspaces, i.e. c = qa and K̂qa = P̂qK̂aP̂q. In the
most general case, the superconserving Kraus opera-
tor reads K̂q′aq = P̂q′K̂aP̂q. It means that the super-
conserved value can change but the system remains an
incoherent mixture of q-eigenstates. This applies e.g.
to a charge measurement in a quantum dot (which is
superconserved), where the charge can leak out into an
incoherent bath. The (normally) conserved quantities
do not impose any additional postulates so the state
can be a coherent superposition of the states of differ-
ent values of energy, angular momentum, etc. A projec-
tive measurement of Â which does not commute with
Q is enough to turn a q-eigenstate into a superposition.
Now, if we try to postulate a POVM with supercon-
serving Kraus operators then the actual measured aver-
age involves a linear combination of

∑
qq′ P̂qK̂

†
aP̂q′K̂aP̂q

so it must commute with Q̂ which would therefore be
superconserved.

3 Nonconservation in weak measurement

We shall work with the established concept of quantum
weak measurement [12] where

K̂a = (2g/π)1/4 exp(−g(Â − a)2), (1)

with g → 0. Note that this construction is still correct
in the superconserved case because Â, K̂a and the state
ρ̂ are commuting with Q̂ so K̂a splits into a simple sum
of K̂qa. The actual form of K̂a can be different but
the outcome is almost independent in the limit g →
0. In the lowest order we can also neglect all K̂q′aq.
In the g → 0 limit n-correlation of the sequence of
measurements Â, B̂, Ĉ, reads [16,17]

〈a(t)〉 = 〈Â(t)〉, 〈a(t1)b(t2)〉 = 〈{Â(t1), B̂(t2)}〉/2

〈a(t1)b(t2)c(t3)〉 = 〈{Â(t1), {B̂(t2), Ĉ(t3)}}〉/4 (2)
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for t1 < t2 < t3 with the anticommutator {Â, B̂} =
ÂB̂ + B̂Â.

The conservation in the weak measurement limit
means that the measurable correlations involving the
conserved quantity q(t) corresponding to Q̂(t) = Q̂
will not depend on t. It is true at the single average,
where 〈q(t)〉 = 〈Q̂〉. Interestingly, also for second order
correlations the order of measurements has no influ-
ence on the result, since 〈q(t1)a(t2)〉 = 〈{Q,A(t2)} is
independent of t1. However, the situation changes for
the three consecutive measurements (see Fig. 1), since
in the last line of (2) the temporal order of operators
matters, which has been demonstrated also experimen-
tally [18]. Considering the difference of two measure-
ment sequences Q → A → B and A → Q → B, we
obtain

〈{Q̂, {Â(t2), B̂(t3)}}〉/4 − 〈{Â(t2), {Q̂, B̂(t3)}}〉/4

= 〈[[Q̂, Â(t2)], B̂(t3)]〉/4 ≡ 〈Δqa(t2)b(t3)〉 . (3)

This quantity will show up as jump at t1 = t2, when
measuring 〈q(t1)a(t2)b(t3)〉. The jump will be non-zero
for Q not commuting with A and B. Obviously, for
superconserved quantities Q (commuting with every
measurable observable) the jump is absent. The viola-
tion of the conservation principle is caused by the mea-
surement of Â—not commuting with Q̂—which allows
transitions between spaces of different q with the jump
size Δq not scaled by the coupling g, see Fig. 1. This
difference is transferred to the detector, assuming that
the total quantity (of the system and detector) is con-
served regardless of the system–detector interaction.

Operationally, we consider a system S and a detec-
tor D with the total Hamiltonian Ĥ + ĤSD where
Ĥ acts solely within the system while ĤSD covers all
system–detector interactions, including also the detec-
tor’s internal dynamics. The quantity Q̂, defined within
the system is conserved when [Ĥ, Q̂] = 0. If addition-
ally [Q̂, ĤSD] = 0 then Q̂ is superconserved. A common
superconserved example is total electric charge.

To set up ĤSD, we shall work with the established
concept of quantum weak measurement [12] where the
detector is coupled to the system weakly and the strong,
projective measurement is applied only to the detector
after decoupling. Hence, the invasiveness for the sys-
tem is as small as the coupling strength. Certainly, the
coupling must be nonzero, otherwise there is no mea-
surement at all, so we need to scale the readouts with
the coupling strengths. In the simplest model the detec-
tors with the positions xj , j = 1, 2, 3, . . . are initially
in Gaussian states 〈xj |ψj〉 = ψj(xj) ∝ e−x2

j/4σ with
the variance σ. The total system–detector Hamiltonian
reads

ĤSD =
∑

j

gδ(t − tj)ÂjP̂j (4)

with the system’s observables Âj ∈ {Q̂, Â, B̂, . . .}
and detector’s momentum 〈xj |P̂j |ψj〉 = −i�∂ψj/∂xj .
The initial state is a tensor product ρ̂SD = ρ̂

∏
j ρ̂j

with ρ̂j = |ψj〉〈ψj |. The coupling strength g should
be small but nonzero. After decoupling t > tj at
the new state reads ρ̂′

SD and one measures projec-
tively xj at each detector, i.e. the probability reads

p(x1, x2, . . .) = Tr
[
ρ̂′

SD

∏
j |xj〉〈xj |

]
. From this prob-

ability distribution the observable correlations are cal-
culated after rescaling with the coupling according to
〈x1x2 . . .〉 =

∫
dx1dx2 . . . x1x2 . . . p(x1, x2, . . .)/g1g2 . . ..

For the first three correlations, this procedure which
yields the results (3).

4 Total conservation

We will now consider an extension of the above scheme,
demanding the existence of a total conserved quantity.
Namely, we assume there is an observable Q̂D in the
detector’s space, such that [Q̂ + Q̂SD, Ĥ + ĤSD] = 0,
where ĤSD is the system–detector interaction to mea-
sure some Â. Suppose one measured quantity Â that is
noncommuting with Q̂ (such that [Ĥ, Q̂] = 0) contains
a term Â0 = |+〉〈−| + |−〉〈+| where |±〉 are eigenstates
of Q̂ with the eigenvalues q̃± such that q̃+− q̃− = q > 0.
We introduce detector states that are eigenstates of Q̂D

enumerated by |qi〉 with eigenvalues qi. The interaction
keeping Q̂ + Q̂D conserved must have the form

ĤSD = α(| + q0〉〈− q+| + | − q0〉〈+ q−| − h.c.), (5)

where | ± qi〉 denotes a product state of the system’s
states |±〉 and the detector’s states |q+〉, |q0〉, |q−〉 with
q+ = q, q0 = 0, q− = −q. Initially the detector is
in the state |q0〉, while α0+ = α−0 = g�δ(t − t0)/

√
2

for the measurement at t = t0. Afterwards, we project
the detector on the orthonormal basis states |0〉 =
(|q+〉−|q−〉)/√

2 and |±1〉 = (|q+〉+ |q−〉)/2∓i|q0〉/
√

2.
Note that these states, |0,±1〉, have two important
properties, 〈Q̂D〉 = 0 while 〈Q̂2

D〉 > 0 for each of
them, which means they are not biased by QD but still
they are not eigenstates of Q̂D. We could use other
orthonormal states of the same properties. Projecting
onto eigenstates of Q̂D would never give the outcome
related to Â as follows from the Wigner–Araki–Yanase
theorem [2–4]. Assigning values to the outcome states
x = 0,±1, the average x and the new system’s state
read

〈x〉 = Tr
∑

x

x〈x|ρ̂′
SD|x〉 = gTrÂ0ρ̂ + O(g3),

ρ̂′′
S =

∑

x

〈x|ρ̂′
SD|x〉 = ρ̂

−g2[Â0, [Â0, ρ̂]]/2 + O(g4). (6)
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Here, ρ̂′
SD is the system–detector state after the inter-

action (in SD-space) and ρ̂′′
S is the system’s reduced

density matrix after tracing out the detector. The Tr
is taken only in the system space. To derive relations
like (2) for correlations of x with the outcome b of a
subsequent measurement of B̂ we obtain

〈bx〉 = gTrB̂{Â0, ρ̂}/2 + O(g3). (7)

That we used discrete weak measurement is not essen-
tial because in the limit of weak coupling the discrete-
ness is irrelevant.

The model discussed above can be replaced by a
Gaussian detector consisting of a pair of oscillators
with [âi, â

†
j ] = δij originally in the ground state |Ω〉

(âi|Ω〉 = 0) and interaction

ĤSD = q(â†
1â1 + â†

2â2) + ig|+〉
×〈−|(â1 − â†

2)�δ(t − t0)/
√

2 + h.c. (8)

while measuring the combined position X̂ = X̂1 + X̂2

immediately after t0 (otherwise X̂1,2 will oscillate) with√
2X̂i = âi + â†

i at the detectors’ part. By mapping
on the eigenstates of the conserved quantity Q̂D, viz.,
|q0〉 → |Ω〉, |q+〉 → −iâ†

1|Ω〉 and |q−〉 → −iâ†
2|Ω〉, we

obtain the same result (6) replacing x by eigenstates of
X̂ because

〈x〉 = TrX̂ρ̂′, 〈bx〉 = TrB̂X̂ρ̂′ (9)

with

ρ̂′ = ρ̂|0〉〈0| − ig|+〉〈−|ρ̂|q−〉
×〈q0|/

√
2 − ig|−〉〈+|ρ̂|q+〉〈q0|/

√
2 + h.c.

(10)

in the lowest order of g. One could take even a single
oscillator

ĤSD = qâ†â + ig|+〉〈−|â�δ(t − t0)/
√

2 + h.c. (11)

but then the initial detector’s state must be squeezed,
with 〈X̂2〉 = σ 
 g (i.e. it is not a ground state) and
〈{X̂, P̂}〉 = 0 for

√
2P̂ = i(â − â†). Then the we get

approximately (2) with the result corrected by ∼ σ and
invasiveness ρ̂′′ − ρ̂ ∼ g2/σ. For sequential measure-
ments one needs to couple and decouple each detector
in a sequence. Although our model respects the conser-
vation of the total quantity, the energy eigenstates of
the detector and the system get entangled during the
interaction. Now, the projection inside the detector on
the non-eigenstates of Q̂SD affects the system due to
the entanglement with the detector even when they are
already decoupled.

When Ĥ = Q̂ the above model, involving instant
interaction, is in conflict with time-translation symme-
try. We shall deal with this problem in the next section.

Fig. 2 Detection model based on a clock. The clock is a
localized particle traveling with a constant speed v. The
interaction between the detector and system takes place
only when the clock is passing the interaction point

5 Time-translational symmetry

Performing a series of measurements already breaks
time-translational symmetry and the total energy is not
necessarily conserved. However, one can keep the time
symmetry by replacing the detector–system interaction
by a clock-based detection scheme [7], effectively mov-
ing the breaking of symmetry from time to space axis,
see Fig. 2. The total Hamiltonian reads

Ĥ + Ĥx + Ĥz + ĤI (12)

where Ĥ is the system’s part, Ĥx – the detector’s part,
Ĥz—the clock’s part, and finally ĤI is the interaction
between the clock, the system and detector. Each part
is time-independent so the time translation symmetry
is preserved. Both, the detector and the clock can be
represented by single real variables, x and z. Now, to
measure the system’s Â at time t1 we set Ĥx = 0 and

Ĥz = vp̂z, ĤI = gÂδ(ẑ)p̂x (13)

where p̂x,z are conjugate (momenta), i.e. p̂x = −i�∂/∂x
and g → 0 is a weak coupling constant. The initial state
(at t = 0) reads ρ̂ρ̂xρ̂z, where both ρ̂x,z = |ψx,z〉〈ψx,z|
are taken as Gaussian states

ψz(z) = (2πσ)−1/4 exp(−(z + vt1)2/4σ),

ψx(x) = (π/2)−1/4 exp(−x2) , (14)

respectively. For small g and σ the interaction effec-
tively occurs at time t = t1 and, in the end (after the
clock decouples the system and the detector again) to
lowest order we find

〈x〉 � g〈Â〉 = g〈a(t1)〉 . (15)

The clock, detector, and the system are formally con-
stantly coupled but we have to set the initialization
of the detector before t1 and readout after t1 although
the precise times are irrelevant. For sequential measure-
ments one simply adds more independent detectors and
clocks, obtaining in the lowest order of g

〈xAxB〉 � g2〈a(t1)b(t2)〉,
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〈xAxBxC〉 � g3〈a(t1)b(t2)c(t3)〉,
〈xAxBxCxD〉 � g4〈a(t1)b(t2)c(t3)d(t4)〉, (16)

with the right hand sides given by the quantum expres-
sions (2). It follows that if the energy of the system
is observed (Ĥ is the first observable) then in the
limit of weak measurement it commutes with any sin-
gle measurement—including the measurement of the
energy in the clock (Ĥz is the second observable). How-
ever it stops commuting when more measurements are
involved.

As is suggested below, the clock could actually be
realized as an additional degree of freedom of the mea-
sured system. Furthermore, as Ĥx = 0, effectively there
is no leakage of energy to the detector. Thus, as sug-
gested in [7], it may be some transfer of the energy to
the clock. This point qualifies for further investigation.

Although the above detection model is based on time-
invariant dynamics, the initial state of the clock spoils
the symmetry. The time-invariant state would require a
constant flow of particles, see [19] for detailed construc-
tion. However, such a constant interaction between the
detector (clock) and the system leads to a backaction
and makes the measurement invasive e.g. by heating or
cooling. In that case, to keep the system in a station-
ary state, it would need an additional coupling to a heat
bath.

6 Examples

The examples below illustrate the fundamental finding
of our article. If one tries to verify the conservation
of energy or other conserved quantity while measuring
other observable not commuting with the Hamiltonian,
it is possible to find a violation of the conservation. It
constitutes a pure quantum effect since it vanishes at
high temperature, where the classically expected con-
servation holds.

Examples 6.1 and 6.2 are for the energy nonconserva-
tion. One could object that performing a series of mea-
surements already breaks time-translational symmetry
and therefore energy is not conserved. We will illustrate
in the following that this is not the case by consider-
ing other conserved observable—angular momentum in
a rotationally invariant system—in Sect. 6.3. This one
also provides a proposition of experimental test.

6.1 Two-level atom

As an example we can take the basic two-level system
(|±〉 basis) with the Hamiltonian Ĥ = Q̂ = �ω|+〉〈+|
and Â = B̂ = X̂ = |+〉〈−| + |−〉〈+|. Then, with ω > 0
the ground state is |−〉 and the third order correla-
tion 〈h(t1)x(t2)x(t3)〉 at zero temperature for t3 > t1,2

reads �ω(1 − θ(t2 − t1)) cos(ω(t2 − t3))/2. The jump is
〈Δhx(0)x(τ)〉 = �ω cos(ωτ)/2. The result can be gen-

Fig. 3 The non-conserving jump for τ = 0+ (thick lines)
compared to the average energy (thin lines) for the two-
level system (red) and the harmonic oscillator (blue). At
high temperatures the jump becomes unobservable and the
classical conservation is restored. All quantities are normal-
ized to �ω

eralized to finite temperature

〈Δhx(0)x(τ)〉 = �ω cos(ωτ) tanh(�ω/2kT )/2. (17)

For increasing temperature the jump diminishes as
illustrated in Fig. 3.

6.2 Harmonic oscillator

Another basic example is the harmonic oscillator with
Ĥ = Q̂ = �ωâ†â with [â, â†] = 1. Taking the dimen-
sionless position

√
2X̂ = â† + â = Â = B̂, we find for

the jump 〈Δhx(0)x(t)〉 = −�ω cos(ωt)/4 independent
of the state of the system. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the
jump becomes unobservable at high temperatures since
the average energy 〈h〉 = �ω/[exp(�ω/kT )−1] increases
with temperature.

6.3 Angular momentum conservation

We propose an experiment to demonstrate the failure of
a conservation principle for angular momentum in third
order correlations in weak measurements. Instead of
energy we consider one component of angular momen-
tum, say L̂z = X̂P̂y − Ŷ P̂x, which gives rise to a mag-
netic moment ∼ μBLz of the order a Bohr magneton
μB . The magnetic field generated by this moment can
in principle be detected by a sensitive magnetometer
(e.g. a superconducting quantum interferometer device,
SQUID). The other two observables will be the parti-
cle’s positions X̂ and Ŷ which can be measured e.g. by
the voltage of a capacitor depending linearly on x and
y for small changes in position, see the setup sketch in
Fig. 4. The two positions x and z will be measured at
times t2 and t3, respectively.

The quantity of matter is 〈lz(t1)x(t2)y(t3)〉. Suppose
the particle is in a harmonic trap rotationally invariant
about z axis. The xy part of the trap Hamiltonian reads
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Fig. 4 A trap for a charged particle that is invariant under
rotation about z axis. The angular momentum in z direction
corresponding the magnetic field generated by the particle
is measured by SQUID. Orthogonal capacitors measure the
position in the xy-plane

Ĥ⊥ = �ω(â†
xâx + â†

yây), with [âx,y, â†
x,y] = 1, [âx, ây] =

[â†
x, ây] = 0. Then

√
2X̂ = â†

x + âx and
√

2P̂x/i� = â†
x −

âx (rescaled by a length unit), similarly for y, and L̂z =
i�(âxâ†

y−âyâ†
x). In the ground state |0〉 we have L̂z|0〉 =

0 so only 〈Ŷ (t3)L̂z(t1)X̂(t2)〉 and 〈X̂(t2)L̂z(t1)Ŷ (t3)〉
contribute in (2). These terms can appear only when
t2 < t1 or t3 < t1. We find

〈lz(t1)x(t2)y(t3)〉
= (1 − θ(t2 − t1)θ(t3 − t1))

×〈X̂(t2)L̂z(t1)Ŷ (t3) + Ŷ (t3)L̂z(t1)X̂(t2)〉/4
= [1 − θ(t2 − t1)θ(t3 − t1)]� sin[ω(t2 − t3)]/4

(18)

The jump is therefore given by

〈Δlzx(t2)y(t3)〉0 = � sin [ω(t2 − t3)] /4 (19)

and is again state-independent. Hence, the finite jump
illustrates that the angular momentum conservation is
apparently violated by this experiment. At finite tem-
perature T for t1 < t2,3, the correlator 〈lz<x(t2)y(t3)〉 =
� sin[ω(t2 − t3)]/4 sinh2(�ω/2kBT ) increases with tem-
perature and makes the (temperature-independent)
jump unobservable.

Since in this setup the detectors are coupled per-
manently, a frequency-domain measurement might be
more appropriate. In frequency domain the observables
are A(α) =

∫
dteiωtA(t). Taking all our previous argu-

ments to frequency domain, the conservation of a quan-
tity Q̂(α) means that correlators vanish for α = 0. Inter-
estingly, transforming to frequency domain we find at
zero temperature and for γ, α, β = 0 that

〈lz(γ)x(α)y(β)〉 =
iπ�ω(α − β)δ(γ + α + β)

2(α2 − ω2)(β2 − ω2)
(20)

Fig. 5 A charged particle (e.g. electron) goes along the
tube with angular momentum measured by the currents in
either of two coils, I or I ′. Meanwhile, the position in x and
y direction is measured by two perpendicular capacitors

Clearly, the conservation principle for angular momen-
tum is violated by (20). Hence, either by time- or
frequency-resolved measurements one should see exper-
imentally the nonconservation of angular momentum.

To realize a time-resolved measurement, we suggest
to test the angular momentum conservation with a
charge moving inside a round tube along z direction,
similar to the recent test of the order of measurements
[18]. In the simplest model take Ĥ = Ĥz + Ĥ⊥ and
we keep the same harmonic potential in the xy plane
as above and add some Ĥz = vp̂z with velocity v
(like the clock form the previous section). Preparing a
wavepacket as a product of the ground state of Ĥ⊥ and
ψ(z) of sufficiently short width, we can measure essen-
tially the same quantity (18) by putting a sequence of
weak detectors along the tube, see Fig. 5. The angular
momentum can be measured by the current signature
in the coil, like in the recent experiment [8]. We simplify
the coil-electron beam interaction to λ(z)ÎL̂z where λ

only non-zero inside the coil and Îis the current oper-
ator in the coil. Similarly, the measurement of x and
y can be modeled by local capacitive couplings. In this
way, the measurement times are translated into posi-
tion according to t = z/v, just like in the time-invariant
energy detection in the previous section. The jump (19)
can then be detected by placing the coil at two different
positions, see Fig. (5).

As regards the rotational invariance of the system,
detection of X and Y can be performed by the detector–
system coupling

ĤI = gδ(ẑ)(X̂p̂xD + Ŷ p̂yD) (21)

with the initial state ρ̂ρ̂D
x,y and the detector’s state

ρ̂D
x,y = |ψ〉〈ψ|,

ψ(xD, yD) = (π/2)−1/2 exp(−(x2
D + y2

D)) (22)

Then both the interaction and the initial state of the
system and detector are rotationally invariant so the
total angular momentum is conserved. Only the read-
out, either x or y of the detector, prefers one direction,
i.e.

〈xD〉 � g〈x〉 (23)

with straightforward generalization to sequential mea-
surements like (16).
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7 Conclusions

We have shown that conservation laws in quantum
mechanics need to be considered with care since their
experimental verification might depend on the measure-
ment context even in the limit of weak measurements.
We can distinguish superconserved observables, which
will be conserved whatever measurement will be per-
formed, which as consequence are subject to supers-
election rules—excluding superpositions of eigenstates
with different eigenvalues. In contrast, usual conserved
quantities like energy or angular momentum might be
found to be non-conserved if measured in the context
of other non-commuting variables. We have defined an
operational criterion to detect the non-conservation by
third-order correlation functions. The non-conservation
can also be formulated as Leggett–Garg-type test show-
ing the connection to the absence of macrorealism in
quantum mechanics. In future, it might be interesting
on one hand to study more realistic scenarios for quan-
tum measurements taking into account decoherence or
more general detectors [20].
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